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The Coast of Summer
The final book in the Quest series is 'Quest in the Caribbean'. Wendy and I have become full time
sailors. The sea has been kind to us. It has been our home, a very strict master and unforgiving
teacher. We slowly learned our lessons of seamanship one day at a time. But more importantly we learned
a great deal about each other and what it takes to be good companions on a tiny boat. 'Quest for the
Caribbean' begins on a beautiful day in the British Virgin Islands. When we pass through the dangerous,
narrow, reef-strewn passage in Virgin Gorda and enter the Caribbean we are one boat length closer to
fulfilling our dream. There are many more islands to explore and miles to sail before the journey is
complete. Some of the wonders that await our eager eyes are Saba, the fabled 'island in the clouds' and
the neighboring island of Statia. The serenely beautiful island of Nevis, Montserrat's volcanoes, the
gentle people of Dominica, Saint Lucia and the Grenadines all enrich our lives. 'Quest for the
Caribbean' ends on the south shore of Grenada as we are about to fulfill a destiny that was many hard
years in the making.

Godforsaken Sea
An extraordinary exploration of how technology can empower social and political organizers For the first
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time in history, the tools for cooperating on a global scale are not solely in the hands of governments
or institutions. The spread of the internet and mobile phones are changing how people come together and
get things done—and sparking a revolution that, as Clay Shirky shows, is changing what we do, how we do
it, and even who we are. Here, we encounter a whoman who loses her phone and recruits an army of
volunteers to get it back from the person who stole it. A dissatisfied airline passenger who spawns a
national movement by taking her case to the web. And a handful of kids in Belarus who create a political
protest that the state is powerless to stop. Here Comes Everybody is a revelatory examination of how the
wildfirelike spread of new forms of social interaction enabled by technology is changing the way humans
form groups and exist within them. A revolution in social organization has commenced, and Clay Shirky is
its brilliant chronicler. "Drawing from anthropology, economic theory and keen observation, [Shirky]
makes a strong case that new communication tools are making once-impossible forms of group action
possible . . . [an] extraordinarily perceptive new book." -Minneapolis Star Tribune "Mr. Shirky writes
cleanly and convincingly about the intersection of technological innovation and social change." -New
York Observer

Monstrous Beauty
Over the course of twenty years of delivering sailboats to far-flung quaysides, John Kretschmer has had
innumerable adventures, both humorous and terrifying. in Flirting with Mermaids, he recounts the most
memorable of them. He crosses the Western Caribbean with a crew of eccentric Swedes researching ancient
Mayan mariners, lands in Aden at the outbreak of civil war, and endures a North Atlantic crossing during
which he disocvers the existence of Force 13 winds. Approaching Japan at the end of a particularly
trying delivery, he finds himself sailing in "a high impact debris zone," but his resolve is unshaken.
"If a piece of rocketship jetsam fell out of the sky and sank [me] after encounters with Hurricane
Floyd, General Noriega,a tsunami, an erupting volcano, and Typhoon Roy, then it was meant to be."

Real Mermaids Don't Wear Toe Rings
The modern cruising catamaran has arrived The arguments are over and the verdict is in--cruising
catamarans comprise a rapidly growing percentage of the cruising fleet worldwide. Their advantages of
space, stability, speed, and handling under power are truly compelling, and modern cats are every bit as
reliable as monohulls. This long overdue, in-depth guide will help you choose and cruise the right
catamaran for your needs. “An authoritative guide for novices and experienced sailors; the best book
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written on the subjects since the early 1990s.”--“Trimaran” Jim Brown, renowned multihull designer “In
Catamarans, Gregor Tarjan shares his enthusiasm for yachts with two hulls, based on years of sailing all
types. An excellent introduction.”--Dick Newick, legendary catamaran and trimaran designer “If you are
contemplating spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on a cruising catamaran, the small price of this
book is probably the best investment you could possibly start with.”--from the Foreword by Charles K.
Chiodi, publisher of Multihulls Magazine

Ned DeLoach's Diving Guide to Underwater Florida
What begins as the sheer desire for adventure turns into a spiritual quest as a young woman comes to
terms with her family, her dreams, and her first love. Tania Aebi was an unambitious eighteen-year-old,
a bicycle messenger in New York City by day, a Lower East Side barfly at night. In short, she was going
nowhere—until her father offered her a challenge: Tania could choose either a college education or a
twenty-six-foot sloop. The only catch was that if she chose the sailboat, she’d have to sail around the
world—alone. She chose the boat, and for the next two and a half years and 27,000 miles, it was her
home. With only her cat as companion, she discovered the wondrous beauties of the Great Barrier Reef and
the death-dealing horrors of the Red Sea. She suffered through a terrifying collision with a tanker in
the Mediterranean and a lightning storm off the coast of Gibraltar. And, ultimately, what began with the
sheer desire for adventure turned into a spiritual quest as Tania came to terms with her troubled family
life, fell in love for the first time, and—most of all—confronted her own needs, desires, dreams, and
goals…

Here Comes Everybody
Declared “the best survival book in a decade” by Outside Magazine, 438 Days is the true story of the man
who survived fourteen months in a small boat drifting seven thousand miles across the Pacific Ocean. On
November 17, 2012, two men left the coast of Mexico for a weekend fishing trip in the open Pacific. That
night, a violent storm ambushed them as they were fishing eighty miles offshore. As gale force winds and
ten-foot waves pummeled their small, open boat from all sides and nearly capsized them, captain Salvador
Alvarenga and his crewmate cut away a two-mile-long fishing line and began a desperate dash through
crashing waves as they sought the safety of port. Fourteen months later, on January 30, 2014, Alvarenga,
now a hairy, wild-bearded and half-mad castaway, washed ashore on a nearly deserted island on the far
side of the Pacific. He could barely speak and was unable to walk. He claimed to have drifted from
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Mexico, a journey of some seven thousand miles. A “gripping saga,” (Daily Mail), 438 Days is the firstever account of one of the most amazing survival stories in modern times. Based on dozens of hours of
exclusive interviews with Alvarenga, his colleagues, search-and-rescue officials, the remote islanders
who found him, and the medical team that saved his life, 438 Days is not only “an intense, immensely
absorbing read” (Booklist) but an unforgettable study of the resilience, will, ingenuity and
determination required for one man to survive more than a year lost and adrift at sea.

Singlehanded Sailing
Love meets technology with a dash of quirk in this collection of highly original short stories An
aspiring actress meets an Icelandic Yak farmer on a matchmaking Web site. An online forum for cancer
support turns into a love triangle for an English professor, a Canadian fisherman, and an elementary
school teacher living in Japan. A deer and a polar bear flirt via Skype. In The Hypothetical Girl a
menagerie of characters graze and jockey, play and hook up in the online dating world with mixed and
sometimes dark results. Flirting and communicating in chat rooms, through texts, e-mails, and IMs, they
grope their way through a virtual maze of potential mates, falling in and out of what they think and
hope may be true love. With levity and high style, Cohen takes her readers into a world where screen and
keyboard meet the heart, with consequences that range from wonderful to weird. The Hypothetical Girl
captures all the mystery, misery, and magic of the eternal search for human connection.

Once Is Enough
“The tale of Carl Wake and the hurricane that was waiting for him goes straight to the heart of the
greatest sea stories: they are not about man against the sea, but man against himself. John Kretschmer’s
book is as perfectly shaped and flawlessly written as such a story can be. In addition to being the best
depiction I have ever read of what it is like to be inside a hurricane at sea, At the Mercy of the Sea
is as moving a story of a man’s failure and redemption as can be found anywhere in the literature of the
sea. This book is surely destined to become a classic.”—Peter Nichols, author of Sea Change and A Voyage
for Madmen “John Kretschmer has transformed this story of three men on a collision course with a
hurricane into a modern seafaring classic.”—Peter Nielsen, editor of SAIL magazine “With expert analysis
and taut writing, he draws readers into that mad storm. You can’t turn away. You keep reading until it
breaks your heart.”—Fred Grimm, columnist for the Miami Herald “Once begun, his vivid and powerful
narrative is impossible to put down.”—Derek Lundy, author of Godforsaken Sea and The Way of a Ship “I
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felt I knew Carl Wake, because John Kretschmer found in him an archetype—an aging sailor with an age-old
dream.”—Jim Carrier, transatlantic sailor and author of The Ship and the Storm: Hurricane Mitch and the
Loss of the Fantome “A remarkable book, impossible to put down.”—Herb McCormick, sailing journalist

Revived
Disguised as a human teen while waiting for the day she can claim her birthright as heir to her murdered
father's undersea kingdom, Nerissa Marin is challenged to a battle to the death by her family's betrayer
when she comes of age. Original.

Chartering a Boat
It started with a bus crash. Daisy Appleby was a little girl when it happened, and she barely remembers
the accident or being brought back to life. At that moment, though, she became one of the first subjects
in a covert government program that tests a drug called Revive. Now fifteen, Daisy has died and been
Revived five times. Each death means a new name, a new city, a new identity. The only constant in
Daisy's life is constant change. Then Daisy meets Matt and Audrey McKean, charismatic siblings who
quickly become her first real friends. But if she's ever to have a normal life, Daisy must escape from
an experiment that's much larger--and more sinister--than she ever imagined. From its striking first
chapter to its emotionally charged ending, Cat Patrick's Revived is a riveting story about what happens
when life and death collide.

Vagabonds
After spending eleven years sailing around the globe, husband and wife, Larry and Lin Pardey, decide to
spend some time as landlubbers in Bull Canyon, California, and build their own boat, where they
experience perhaps their most adventurous voyage yet.

Force of Nature
As the hurricane approaches, take refuge, settle down to a few drinks of rum & rain, and soon you'll be
raucously entertained with these 16 stories of madness and mayhem of life afloat and ashore in t
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Used Boat Notebook
A “dazzling and gorgeously written” novel of art, faith, and life-changing friendship inspired by the
correspondence of Flannery O’Connor and Robert Lowell (Ann Packer). In the summer of 1957, two writers
are immersed in their craft at an artist’s colony nestled in upstate New York when chance brings them
together. Frances, a country northerner, as committed to her solitude as she is her faith, and Bernard,
a gregarious Bostonian with a propensity towards mania and grand gestures, find themselves forming a
friendship, and then a courtship, as they each discover a kindred spirit beneath the obvious differences
between them. But, as they become inexorably entwined in each other’s lives, they struggle with the
dependence of their romance and the conflict it causes with their own dreams. Inspired by the lives of
Flannery O’Connor and Robert Lowell, who formed an unlikely connection after meeting at Yaddo in the
late fifties, and told in a series of intimate letters between the protagonists, Francis and Bernard is
a touching and bittersweet look at what happens when love, desire, hope, faith, and friendship collide.
“Recalling 20th-century masters like Graham Greene and Walker Percy . . . Bauer is herself a distinctive
stylist who can write about Simone Weil or Kierkegaard with wit and charm.” —The New York Times Book
Review “Engrossing . . . Funny, sweet and sad. A lovely surprise.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review “A
novel of stunning subtlety, grace, and depth . . . compos[ed in] dueling letters of breathtaking wit,
seduction, and heartbreak.” —Booklist, starred review

438 Days

Caribbean Cruising
Team Spirit is a gripping account of a race on the edge, and a young skipper's determined journey to
victory. The Clipper Round the World Yacht Race is the ultimate long distance challenge - a 35,000-mile
circumnavigation of the globe, contested by amateur crews in identical racing yachts - and the winners
are those who keep their focus the longest. The 2010 winner was 28-year-old Brendan Hall and his crew in
Spirit of Australia. Although Brendan was the youngest and least experienced skipper in the race, the
win was no accident - it was the culmination of years of training, skilled navigation and a leadership
style way beyond his years.

Maiden Voyage
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Wanderer
'The Best Used Boat Notebook' covers a fascinating spectrum of boats. Thoroughly researched reviews
include owner insights, a guide to common problems and suggestions on where to find parts, advice and
support.

Carniepunk
A beautifully conceived cookbook representing the best of Italian cooking brought to us by the trusted
host of the longest-running television cooking show in America On Ciao Italia, which has been airing on
PBS for more than twenty years, Mary Ann Esposito has taught millions of fans how to cook delicious,
authentic Italian dishes. In her previous books, she has shown us how to make a quick meal with just
five ingredients, helped us get dinner on the table in just thirty minutes, and encouraged us to slow
down and take it easy in the kitchen while re-creating the rich aromas of Italy. Now Mary Ann returns to
her family's humble beginnings to bring us a treasure trove of more than 200 time-honored recipes. They
represent traditional, everyday foods that she regards as culinary royalty—always admired, respected,
and passed down through generations. Even better, they are easy to make and guaranteed to please. You'll
be dog-earing the pages to try such classics as: - Sicilian Rice Balls - Spaghetti with Tuna, Capers,
and Lemon - Risotto with Dried Porcini Mushrooms - Lasagna Verdi Bologna Stylegnese - Homemade Italian
Sweet Sausage - Veal Cutlet Sorrento Style - Roasted Sea Bass with Fennel, Oranges, and Olives - Almond
Cheesecake - Orange-Scented Madeleines Georgeously designed with appetizing full-color photographs of
recipes and homespun essays about Italian cooking and family traditions throughout, Ciao Italia Family
Classics will have fans old and new pulling it off the shelf again and again.

Cape Horn to Starboard
Anthony Bailey was a staff writer for The New Yorker for 35 years and is the author of 18 books,
including The Inside Passage.

The Last Great Adventure of Sir Peter Blake
In alternating chapters, the story tells of the mermaid Syrenka's love for Ezra in 1872 that leads to a
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series of horrific murders, and present-day Hester's encounter with a ghost that reveals her connection
to the murders and to Syrenka.

Log of the Mahina
A century after the Martian war of independence, a group of kids are sent to Earth as delegates from
Mars, but when they return home, they are caught between the two worlds, unable to reconcile the beauty
and culture of Mars with their experiences on Earth in this “thoughtful debut” (Kirkus Reviews) from
Hugo Award–winning author Hao Jingfang. This “masterful narrative” (Booklist, starred review) is set on
Earth in the wake of a second civil war…not between two factions in one nation, but two factions in one
solar system: Mars and Earth. In an attempt to repair increasing tensions, the colonies of Mars send a
group of young people to live on Earth to help reconcile humanity. But the group finds itself with no
real home, no friends, and fractured allegiances as they struggle to find a sense of community and
identity trapped between two worlds.

The Hypothetical Girl
The story of one man's search for freedom through sail, his voyage out to St Kilda and his musings on
the islanders' sense of freedom.

Quest in the Caribbean
Legendary account of the author's voyage around Cape Horn in a 32-foot sailboat, sailing east-to-west
(thus the Horn is to starboard, or on the right). This is a notoriously difficult and dangerous passage,
especially in a boat this size.

Team Spirit
This timeless classic is an exciting true story of survival against all odds.

A Wild Call
Jane Gibb is a writer and sailing enthusiast.
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Frances and Bernard

Nautical Knots Illustrated
From John C. Payne comes a new title in his successful series of easy-to-understand yet thorough
treatments of technical issues facing every boat owner. Each volume is concise, compact, and fully
illustrated. Understanding Boat Plumbing and Water Systems covers these major topics: Water Systems,
Water Tanks, Pressure Pumps, Hot Water Calorifiers, Diesel Hot Water Heaters, Desalination Systems,
Bilge Pump Systems, Bilge Alarms, Bilge Pump Maintenance, Sewage Systems, MSD Systems, Shower Drain and
Sink Systems.

Waterfell
Caswell offers advice on everything from choosing the right cruising area, a charter company, a suitable
boat to dealing with common problems encountered. An incisive look at what you need to know before you
charter a yacht. 50 b&w photos.

The Best Used Boat Notebook
Peter Blake was one of the best-known sailors of our time; he served as a Special Envoy of the United
Nations Environment Program and took great interest in sustainable economic development. In a 30-year
sailing career he won every significant bluewater race on the planet, including the America's Cup and
the Whitbread Around the World; and slashed the record for the fastest non-stop circumnavigation under
sail. His murder in the Amazon made headlines worldwide.

Sailing to the Edge of Time
"Its illustrations on how the knots are tied are among the best I have seen." Mariner's Log With nearly
300 superb photographs illustrating the "ins and outs" of the 20 most useful nautical knots and splices,
this reissue of the critically acclaimed Nautical Knots Illustrated will transform any beginner into a
boater who knows the ropes. Each knot or splice is presented on two facing pages, and an illustrated
glossary and quick-glance overview of common linehandling commands are also included.
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At the Mercy of the Sea
Since its publication in 1963, Sterling Hayden's autobiography, Wanderer, has been surrounded by
controversy. The author was at the peak of his earning power as a movie star when he suddenly quit. He
walked out on Hollywood, walked out of a shattered marriage, defied the courts, broke as an outlaw, set
sail with his four children in the schooner Wanderer--bound for the South Seas. His attempt to escape
launched his autobiography. It is the candid, sometimes painfully revealing confession of a man who
scrutinized his every self-defeat and self-betrayal in the unblinking light of conscience.

Sailing a Serious Ocean: Sailboats, Storms, Stories and Lessons Learned from 30 Years at
Sea
Co-published with McGraw-Hill Education.

Flirting with Mermaids: The Unpredictable Life of a Sailboat Delivery Skipper
Bryon D Anderson is a writer and scientist with a special interest in sail.

Catamarans
A collection of urban fantasy stories that take place at carnivals. From vampires and creepy clowns to
mermaids, Druids, and wisecracking Irish wolfhounds, you'll find out that carnivals aren't the
healthiest types of places to hang out at.

Hurricanes and Hangovers
John Kretschmer is sailing's practical philosopher – as much a doer as a thinker. And that is the
overarching theme of this chronicle of a sailing life. Often amusing, sometimes poignant, occasionally
terrifying but always inspiring, his deeply personal account is a welcome reminder of the good life
waiting at sea. With hundreds of thousands of nautical miles under his keel, John's adventures have
taken him several times around the world, with challenging crossings of the Atlantic and the Pacific, a
narrow escape from a coup in Yemen, an unlikely deliverance from a coral reef off Belize as well as more
serene, introspective passages where trade winds are blowing and stories are flowing. His crew has
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included CEOs, actors, writers, teachers, kids – in essence, everyone. John's narrative is interwoven
with practical tips and advice in seamanship, but also, and just as importantly, his hard-won insights
about making the most of our lives. He truly believes we find out who we really are, and what we are
capable of, far from the shackles of land, when we find a place where time changes shape – days may
merge into one another, but minutes are memorable. To live adventurously is to live more fully, and that
is the life John Kretschmer continues to live. In this book he shares his simple profundities that will
inspire those who live to sail, and those seeking something more rewarding from life.

Understanding Boat Plumbing and Water Systems
In January 1969, aboard his home-built wooden boat Suhaili, Sir Robin Knox-Johnston became the first
person every to sail solo, non-stop around the world. 25 years later, Sir Robin again completed a recordbreaking circumnavigation, co-skippering Enza with Kiwi yachting legend Sir Peter Blake. His place in
sailing's pantheon of greats was assured. Then, after the tragic death of his wife Sue, Sir Robin
decided he would try again. in October 2006, at the age of 67 - when most people are settling in to a
well-earned retirement - Sir Robin embarked on another gruelling single-handed race around the world.
Compared to his rivals he lacked recent experience and a large shore-based support team. There were some
who believed that this time he might have bitten off more than he could chew. Then early on, it looked
like their worst fears might be realised. Within days of setting off, near-Hurricane-strength storms in
the Bay of Biscay capsized his 60' yacht Saga Insurance. But it wasn't just Sir Robin who suffered.
Three-quarters of the entire fleet had to run for shelter. When they re-emerged, all faced months of
hardship and intensity ahead. Force of Nature is Sir Robin's first-hand account his extraordinary return
to the ultra-competitive, punishing world of single-handed offshore racing. It turned out to be a very
different journey to the one he undertook about Suhaili, yet his experience aboard her remains a
touchstone throughout this story. It's a story of courage, ingenuity and resilience played out against
the World's oceans. But most of all it's a powerful reminder that age is nothing but a number; no
barrier to realizing one's dreams.

Ciao Italia Family Classics
"It takes thousands of hours of sailing to get the kind of knowledge contained in this book." -- from
the Foreword by Bruce Schwab The ONLY bible for how to sail your boat fast, safe, and alone Solo sailing
is within any sailor's grasp with a little forethought--and this essential guide. Got a 35-foot
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sailboat? No problem. Is the wind blowing 20 knots? No problem. Are you racing offshore overnight? Even
better. Singlehander Andrew Evans learned the hard way how to sail and race alone--with lots of mishaps,
including broaches and a near tumbling over a waterfall--and in Singlehanded Sailing he shares the
techniques, tips, and tactics he has developed to make his solo sailing adventures safe and enriching.
Learn everything you need to know to meet any solo challenge, including: Managing the power consumption
aboard a boat to feed the electric autopilot Setting and gybing a spinnaker Finding time to sleep
Dealing with heavy weather

The Physics of Sailing Explained
“The best book ever written about the terrifying business of single-handed sailing . . . As tight and
gripping as The Perfect Storm or Into Thin Air.” (San Francisco Chronicle). Godforsaken Sea is the hairraising account of the world’s most demanding, dangerous, and deadly sailing race—following the field of
the 1996–1997 Vendée Globe through a grueling four-month circumnavigation of the earth, most of it
through the terror of the Southern Ocean. Among the sixteen sailors are the gallant Brit who spends days
beating back against the worst seas to save a fellow sailor; the Frenchman who bothers to salvage only a
bottle of champagne from his broken and sinking boat; the sailor who comes to love the albatross that
trails her for months, naming it Bernard; the sailor who calmly smokes a cigarette as his boat capsizes;
and the Canadian who, hours before he disappears forever, dispatches this message: If you drag things
out too long here, you’re sure to come to grief. Bringing to life hurricane-force winds, six-story
waves, icebergs, and deafening noise—and blending maritime history, ocean science, and literary
allusions—this true story lays bare the spirit of the men and women who push themselves to the outer
limits of human endeavor—even if it means never returning home. “Explores how and why humans feel drawn
to the extreme risks and almost inevitable disasters that single-handedly sailing the Southern Ocean
entails. . . . Mr. Lundy not only makes stirring narrative drama but also draws the lineaments of an
archetypal hero, a human driven by fear, addicted to adrenaline, in need of the edge.” —The New York
Times “Godforsaken Sea is one of the best books ever written about sailing. . . . Lundy’s knowledge of
sea lore and history is rich, his pace perfect, his intelligence full of energy. He differentiates each
sailor with a novelist’s touch.” —Time

Bull Canyon
John Kretschmer is a professional delivery skipper with over 200,000 bluewater miles.
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Cruising World
Freak of nature takes on a whole new meaning If she hadn't been so clueless, she might have seen it
coming. But really, who expects to get into a relaxing bathtub after a stressful day of shopping for
tankinis and come out with scales and a tail? Most. Embarrassing. Moment. Ever. Jade soon discovers she
inherited her mermaid tendencies from her mom. But if Mom was a mermaid, how did she drown? Jade is
determined to find out. So how does a plus-size, aqua-phobic mer-girl go about doing that exactly? And
how will Jade ever be able to explain her secret to her best friend, Cori, and to her crush, Luke? This
summer is about to get a lot more interesting "Absolutely fresh and sweet, a quirky coming of age
story." -The YA-5
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